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I . IMBODUCTION

Inelastic scattering of slow electrons (ISSE) "by surface excitations has

>̂een extremely difficult to observe as evidenced by the few experimental reports

[l-k] mZnO. Theories explaining ISSE by surface excitations include the vork

of Lucas and Sunjic [5 ] , Evans and Mills [6] amongst others . Recently [Tl we

have presented a theory of ISSE by solving the inhomogeneous Echrodinger equation

inside a crystal occupying half-space. Our conclusion from the previous paper

is that one difficulty with back scattering (BS) by surface excitations is that

i t is very small, and that forward scattering (FS) through a thin film should

give a larger scattered intensity. We present a theory to Justify this in the

present paper.

The plan of this paper is as follovs. In Sec.II we shall describe the

thin film scattering geometry and calculate the reflected, transmitted and

scattered wave functions. Sec.Ill will include a derivation of the scattering

cross-section and we finally discuss our results in Sec.IV.

J .S . Nkoma **
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, I ta ly .

II. SCATTERING GEOMETRY AND WAVE FUNCTIONS

ABSTRACT

A quantum-mechanical theory for the ine las t ic scat ter ing of
slow electrons (ISSE) by surface excitat ions in a th in film i s developed.
The scattered wave function inside the th in film is obtained by solving
the inhomogeneoua Sehrodinger equation, and i t i s found to contain terms
which show that the back scattered intensi ty is smaller than the forward
scattered in tens i ty . A scat ter ing cross-section for forward scat ter ing
is derived and i s found to be dependent on transmission factors , wave-
vectors and fluctuations of the scat ter ing potent ia l .
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Electrons of energy E in region 1 (a >0) ore incident into a th in film

of a crys ta l in region 2 (~d < z < 0 , potent ia l V_) and bounded on the other side

by region 3 (a < -&). The scat ter ing process i s broken into the stages as

i l l u s t r a t ed in F i g . l . In the f i r s t stage (Fig. la) an incident electron of

wave function !ji and frequency tu. i s incident on the crysta l surface at

z = 0 and there i s a pa r t i a l l y reflected wave function i|>1R and pa r t i a l ly

transmitted wave function ^~Ti and a transmitted wave function into region 3

as xp _ These wave functions are re la ted by solving the homogeneous SchrSdinger

equation with elementary quantum mechanics to obtain

(la)

(lb)
•ai

(lc)
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where

2.M?<

x.= (3)

'31 -

and the wavevectors satisfy

. a.
(5c)

3 A - (5d)

In stage 2 (Fig.lb) the transmitted electron interacts with a crystal

surface excitation of waTrevector a. and frequency u to produce a potential

-t- c.c. '

where the frequency u> and the wavevector ^ are given by

(6)

(7a)

± q
(Tb)

-where (*) arises due to surface excitation associated with the two boundaries

of the thin film.
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In stage 3 (Fig.lc) the scattered vave functions i> ,
IS

are produced, satisfying a homogeneous equation

^_ and i(i_

2l_ +
for regions 1 and 3, and an inhomogeneous equation

where in (8) and (9), we have

(8)

(9)

(10a)

(10b)

(10c)

After solving Eqa,©) and(9) and applying the usual boundary conditions, we obtain

an expression for the scattered field i(t_ inside the thin film as

(If
TV) A

1 A. A5 (11)



where

J \Z

q±
32.

(12a)

(12b)

and note that factor

wave functions, and the denominator
/fig act*as transmission factors for the scattered

ia analogous to A given in (5a).

H I . SCATTERING CROSS-SECTION

The scattered wave function given in (ll) has an interesting interpretation

of physical interest. The factor expUy^z) describes the FS electron, while

terms with exp(-iy2za) describe a BS electron. It should be noted that the

FS term has a small denominator (Qz - Y 2 Z ) , while the BS term has a large

denominator (^ + y^), and it follows that in BS there is weak scattered intensity

due to surface excitations in comparison to FS electrons. The dominant term in

(115 .is therefore

dt -
(13)

The ratio of the scattered to incident electron current densities is

vr
T,

(11*)

and this modifies Eq.CL5)of our earlier paper [T] due to the effect of two

boundaries, and (lit) does reduce to the appropriate form in the limit d

becoming very l a r g e . The d i f f e r en t i a l s ca t t e r ing cross-sect ion i s obtained

by using (lU) and the sca t t e r ing geometry, t o obtain

where A is the area of the surface and A is the area through which the

scattered electrons emerge.

The fluctuations < U Q ( s ) f > can be calculated by image charge techniques

or fluctuation dissipation theorem, where one uses the relation

E = -V*
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(16)

(IT)

T
where S ^ are t h in film response functions fully discussed in Ref .8 , and these

peaks at exc i ta t ion frequencies of surface exci ta t ion frequencies [8] for a t h in

film, given by

(13)

where q ^ , q ^ and q ^ are the normal component of the wavevectors of the

surface exc i ta t ions in region 1, 2 and 3, respec t ive ly , with d i e l e c t r i c functions

and € .
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IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have discussed the theory of ISSE by surface excitations

in a thin film. The main result of our theory is the scattered wave function

(11} in a thin film, and we have argued in Sec.Ill why the scattered electron

intensity in FS is larger than in BS for surface excitations. The FS

cross-section is given in Eq.jL5l This result has important features such as

film thickness dependency, and dependency on the transmission factors T for

the incident electrons and g~ /i for the scattered electron. Results of

Ref.5 have a size dependency vhlle those of Ref.6 do not. This is clear by

looking at our work in this paper and the previous paper [7] which dealt with

the half-space ISSE.

Our theory here is quite general in the sense that a particular excitation,

whether surface phonons or surface plasmons will be aescribable by the dielectric

function £(«). Most of tha-. important features are predicted in our model,

and further work is in progress to model some real systems and these results will

be published elsewhere.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l(a) Transmission of the incident electron into the crystal.

Interaction of the transmitted electron with crystal surface excitations

at the two boundaries,

Generation of the scattered electron and its transmission outside

the crystal.
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